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sko⋅den (skō′dᵊn) verb.
slang commonly used by

Native youth, meaning
"Let's go then."
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A higher value is not necessarily a good thing! A realistic value benefits
you, your investors, and future investors more than inflated numbers that
force you to hit stratospheric revenue numbers.   

4 Things to Keep in Mind

Understand your potential investor’s priorities. For example, fund
managers manage other people’s money - they have customers they
have to delight! And they do that by selling companies for a lot more
than they were worth when they originally invested. 

Investors mostly see risk. In some cases this is because they are familiar
with all the things that can go wrong. In other cases it is because they
see many companies in your industry and are familiar with the
challenges you will face. 

Founders and investors build companies together. The most important
aspect of the relationship you build is ensuring alignment - on the long
term goals and the role each of you will play in getting there. Agreeing to
a valuation is just the first of many, many steps you will take together.
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Valuation
Valuation = the monetary value assigned your company upon closing a
financing with equity investors.

Our Method:
Step 1 establishes a maximum possible valuation - before assessing and
measuring the risks.



Valuation
Our Method: 
Step 2 identifies the risks and subtracts value from the above maximum
possible valuation to recognize the risks. 
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Further Reading, Watching, Doing

Brex: How to do a startup valuation using 8 methods 

Investopedia: Valuing Startup Ventures

Sharpsheets: The Venture Capital Valuation Method - a Free Template  

YouTube Crowdwise: Valuation of Early Stage Startups

https://www.brex.com/journal/startup-valuation
https://www.brex.com/journal/startup-valuation
https://www.investopedia.com/articles/financial-theory/11/valuing-startup-ventures.asp
https://sharpsheets.io/blog/venture-capital-valuation-method/
https://sharpsheets.io/blog/venture-capital-valuation-method/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PbfzTwf-kuU
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